
Titoni of Switzerland – A Mechanical Piece of Art
Titoni, reputed for its high precision automatic timepieces, represents
the very best of the Swiss watchmaking tradition. The assembly of all
watches is exclusively handled in the Titoni factory in Grenchen,
Switzerland. All original Titoni watches are accompanied by an
international guarantee card and an instruction manual with a list of
agencies and service centres.

Automatic watch An automatic watch is a self-winding watch. The watch winds itself up
with the movement of the wrist. A watch that has not been worn for
some time must be wound up manually about ten times. A lack of wrist
movements may affect the proper functioning of a watch.

Quartz watch The power source of a quartz watch is the battery. Every Titoni quartz
watch is equipped with an original battery. When the power runs low,
the seconds-hand of the quartz watch will move 4 seconds per tick. 



Quartz watches without a seconds-hand will stop functioning when 
the power is flat. A battery change is therefore necessary.

Important: Flat batteries must be removed from the quartz watch
immediately in order to avoid leakage which could damage the watch
mechanism.

Water-resistance All Titoni watches are water-resistant to a depth of minimum 30 meters
(3 ATM). Some Titoni watches are water-resistant up to 5 ATM, 10 ATM
or 20 ATM, as marked on the caseback. Send your watch for regular
checks to ensure its water resistance ability. Should the glass of the
watch become steamed up, a service is required immediately to avoid
damage to the mechanism of the watch.

Sapphire crystal The crystal is made of scratch-resistant, artificial sapphire. The Titoni
watch caseback indicates if the watch is equipped  with a sapphire
crystal.



Adjusting day, date + time

Position 1: Normal position. Wind forward for winding up.

Position 2: Wind forward to adjust the date and wind backward to adjust the day.

Position 3: Wind forward to adjust the time (this automatically stops the seconds-
hand).
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Some watches are equipped with a screw-down crown which ensures improved water-
resistance. Unscrew the crown before pulling it out to perform above adjustments. To close
the crown, press down and screw tight.

Service Guarantee Every Titoni watch carries a two-years guarantee, with effect from the
date of purchase, against any manufacturing defects subject to the
terms and conditions of the guarantee.

Please note that metal bracelets of water-resistant Titoni watches can
be cleaned with lukewarm soapwater. Leather straps should not be
wetted.

To maintain the Titoni watch in its top functioning condition, a regular
check by appointed service centres is recommended.


